


WHO WE ARE

Genuine Way is a blockchain provider
from Switzerland focusing on ESG.

We enable brands and businesses across
Europe to diclose their supply-chain &
environmental data through the use of
blockchain technology in an effort to fight
greenwashing and accelerate ethical
consumption



GEN Platform
Genuine Way offers a platform that enables your
business to invite suppliers and partners to notarize
documents and data on a public blockchain, thus
generating transparency & accountabiliy throughout
your supply-chain.

GEN Platfrom is a plug-and-play tool to create
transparency and vertically comunicate  the 
ESG values of your product or service.

OUR SOLUTIONS



How does it work ?

Source and notarize
ESG-relevant data on
the public blockchain

Generate your
product passport
interface

Activate qr-codes for
your products and/or
smart links for your web
pages

Interact with consumers
to vertically
communicate your ESG
& supply-chain values



Aggregate. Notarize. Share.

Genuine Way - 2022

Notarizing data on Blockchain

GEN Platform integrates with a smart-
contract system designed to source
and notarize your supply-chain data
and documentation on a
 public blockchain.

This data therefore becomes public &
unmodifiable, generating accountability
for what your business and your
ecosystem is doing. 



GEN

Manual dataroom generation on
blockchain
Digital product passport activation
4 modules available (product data,
traceability, sustainability, SDGs)
qr-code and smart link generation
consumer analytics

Software Integrations for real time data
sourcing
Customized product interfaces
Tier 1 & Tier 2 Suppliers ESG discovery
feature

starting at €1200 per supply-chain on-demand project quotation

GEN PLUS

PLUG-&-PLAY TOOL CUSTOMIZED & INTEGRATED



GEN    open demo

a plug and play 
digital product passport

http://sustainable.genuineway.io/it/gen-2022_template_1/


1) Product data

2) Traceability

3) Sustainability

4) SDG    

This is a digital passport for your 
product and/or service.
 
GEN enables you to aggregate data on a public blockchain
and vertically communicate your values through 
4 modules



1) Product data

certificates
shipping receips
contracts
patents
lab tests
authorizations
awards

Product Data is your product passport. 

This is where we aggregate the overall
information and kpi's pertaining to your
product or service by linking them to a
blockchain dataroom.

Notarize: 



This module enables you to showcase
who your Tier 1 suppliers are and/or who
takes part in your ecosystem.

It's an intuitive tool that will allow your  
B2B clients or B2C consumers to quickly
appreciate the quality, sustainability &
provenance of your supply-chain.

2) Traceability



Consumers and B2B clients are progressively
requiring that products and businisses disclose
what they are doing for the environment.

The digital product passport offers a plug-and-
play module to vertically communicate the key
sustainability values of your product or service,
from ingredients & materials, to energy and
packaging.

3) Sustainability



This module allows you to organize your
environmental and social impact topics by
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

Its a cutting-edge way to communicate the
broader effort of your company to give back to
nature & humanity.

4) ESG / SDGs



GEN PLUS  
integrated & customized
blockchain traceability



a taylor-made project
leveraging blockchain technology

GEN PLUS

Software Integrations for data &
documentation sourcing
per-batch or per-sku traceability
options
fully customizable qr-code
interfaces
Data discovery tool for Tier 1 & Tier 2
suppliers
OTHER: tokenization, NFT digital twin,
gamifiactions



Connect your supply-chain

GEN PLUS is the premium service of
Genuine Way enabling your
company to develop a customized
blockchain project.

It includes different solutions for
sharing and/or sourcing supply-
chain data with your suppliers and
broader ecosystem.

Gen Plus also allows a full
customization of the qr-code
interfaces allowing you and us to
unleash creative ideas in the effort
to communicate your product or
service's values.



CASE STUDIES: GEN PLUS (fashion)

CLIENT: Tommy Hilfiger

Genuine Way has developed an
end-to-end traceability solution for
Tommy Hilfiger that leverages the
data collected on their parnter's
software (The ID Factory) to
generate vertical product interfaces
for its consumers.



CASE STUDIES: GEN PLUS (food)

CLIENT: Ponti SpA

World leading vinegar company,
Ponti SpA, has completed a project
with Genuine Way in order to
generate visibility on the supply-
chain of its Apple Vinegar products.
The focus of the project is to
showcase the origin of the fresh
apples used in the anufacturing of
the product.



CONTACTS:
sales@genuineway.io
www.genuineway.io


